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Background: static and stochastic support

▪ In simple terms, support is the set of values which can be taken by an RV

▪ Static support programs have:
▪ a constant number of variables
▪ a constant support for these variables

▪ Stochastic support programs may have:
▪ a number of variables that varies between executions
▪ a sequence of variables that varies between executions

▪ Today we are discussing Support Decomposition Variational Inference
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What are the challenges of stochastic support?

1. Discontinuities and complex dependency structure of the PDF

2. Difficult design of parameterized approximations for those PDFs

3. Lack of appropriate techniques to construct guides (variational distributions)
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Where do these discontinuities come from?

def model():

x = sample("x", Normal(0, 1))

if x < 0:

z = sample("z1", Normal(-3, 1))

else:

z = sample("z2", Normal(3, 1))

sample("a", Normal(z, 2), obs=2.0)
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Now imagine…

def model2():

x = sample("x", Normal(0, 1))

if x < 0:

z = sample("z1", Poisson(|x|))

else:

y = sample("y", Normal(0, x))

z = sample("z2", Exponential(|y|))

sample("a", Normal(x, z), obs=2.0)

 y exists only in the else branch…

Quickly becomes a mess!
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Let’s consider an individual execution

def model2():

x = sample("x", Normal(0, 1))   → x = -0.50

if x < 0:

z = sample("z1", Poisson(|x|))   → z =  1.00

else:

y = sample("y", Normal(0, x))

z = sample("z2", Exponential(|y|))

sample("a", Normal(x, z), obs=2.0)   → a = -0.80
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This is actually a program with static support!

def model2A():

x = sample("x", Normal(0, 1))   → x = -0.50

z = sample("z1", Poisson(|x|))     → z =  1.00

sample("a", Normal(x, z), obs=2.0)   → a = -0.80
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And so is this program!

def model2B():

x = sample("x", Normal(0, 1))   → x =  0.67

y = sample("y", Normal(0, x))   → y =  0.20

z = sample("z2", Exponential(|y|))   → z =  0.30

sample("a", Normal(x, z), obs=2.0)   → a =  0.50
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Straight Line Programs (SLPs)

▪ In simple terms, SLP is program consisting only of a sequence of basic operations

▪ In other words no loops, branching, …

▪ Any program can be represented as a mixture of SLP densities:

model2 = α * model2A + β * model2B + γ * model2C + …

▪ Which SLPs? We will come back to that question!
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Decomposing a stochastic support PP  

▪ Each encountered sample and observe statement contributes to the density function:

nx samples ny observes
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Decomposing a stochastic support PP  

▪ Each encountered sample and observe statement contributes to the density function:

▪ The density of the    th SLP is simply:

nx samples ny observes
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Global and local ELBO
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Global and local ELBO

Factorize the distribution for each SLP    :
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Global and local ELBO

Factorize the distribution for each SLP    :

Derive the global…

and the local ELBO
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Discussion: Finding SLPs 

How would you approach it?
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Finding SLPs the trivial way

▪ Sample the paths by running the simulation
▪ Simple
▪ Cheap
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Finding SLPs the trivial way

▪ Sample the paths by running the simulation
▪ Simple
▪ Cheap

▪ Although there are drawbacks
▪ Not guaranteed to find all SLPs
▪ We pay the same amount of resources to all SLPs
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Finding SLPs the proper way

▪ Some SLPs might be more promising than others – focus on those;

▪ Frame the problem as cost optimization:
1. Given some finite resource T
2. Distribute it over each local ELBO
3. Find a distribution which maximizes global ELBO

▪ Take only those SLPs which are the most important
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Last improvement – batching

▪ When observations are conditionally independent we can load the data in batches

▪ This leads to a technique authors call Stochastic-SDVI
▪ Similar performance
▪ Smaller disk requirements
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Discussion: How does SDVI compare to DCC?

▪ Similarities?

▪ Differences?

▪ Anything else?
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Experiment 1: Failure Modes 1

▪ In what ways do various approaches for VI can fail?

▪ Look at the following approaches for Variational Inference:
▪ SDVI (Support Decomposition Variational Inference, this paper)
▪ Pyro AutoGuide
▪ BBVI (guides generated on a variable-by-variable basis 1)

▪ Consider the following model, assume we observed y = 2

1Similar to Automated Variational Inference in Probabilistic Programming (W3 L1 Paper 2)
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Experiment 1: Failure Modes 2
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Detour: 
Gaussian Mixture Models 1

▪ Assume the data is a mixture of a (finite) 
set of Gaussian distributions

▪ We may not know the parameters 
and the number of distributions

▪ Very expressive way to describe 
distributions, also for clustering

image: 
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/mixture
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Detour: Gaussian Mixture Models 2

image: 
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/mixture
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Experiment 2: Challenging clustering 1

▪ How does SDVI compare to baselines on a challenging clustering task?

▪ Look at the following approaches for Variational Inference:
▪ SDVI (Support Decomposition Variational Inference, this paper)
▪ S-SDVI (Stochastic SDVI, mini-batched SDVI)
▪ BBVI (guides generated on a variable-by-variable basis)
▪ DCC 2

▪ Consider the following model, assume we have K = 5

2 From previous paper
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Experiment 2: Challenging clustering 2
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Experiment 3: Challenging regression 1

▪ How does SDVI compare to baselines on a challenging regression task?

▪ Look at the following approaches for Variational Inference:
▪ SDVI (Support Decomposition Variational Inference, this paper)
▪ BBVI (guides generated on a variable-by-variable basis)
▪ DCC

▪ Consider Gaussian Process Kernels built (probabilistically) according to:
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Experiment 3: Challenging regression 2
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